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Intact, natural...Intact, natural...

Landscapes...Landscapes...



Intact, naturalIntact, natural ......

Patches...StandsPatches...Stands



Intact, naturalIntact, natural
ecosystemsecosystems

through  through  timetime



Decayed wood...Decayed wood...

foundation for future forestsfoundation for future forests



Water is life...Water is life...

produced by whole, intactproduced by whole, intact
forested watershedsforested watersheds



7/10/2009 North Central Ecosystem-based 
Conservation Plan

Fungi shape the character of forest landscapes. Fungi shape the character of forest landscapes. 

Keystone species...Keystone species...
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Importance of Importance of Intact Intact forests & climateforests & climate
change:change:

••Corridors for movement of speciesCorridors for movement of species

••Sources of genetic variantsSources of genetic variants ——warmer  genotypeswarmer  genotypes

••““ UniformUniform ”” storage and release of waterstorage and release of water ——counteractcounteract
drought stress, freezedrought stress, freeze --thaw damage, & altered flowthaw damage, & altered flow
regimesregimes

••Delay permafrost melt by decades/centuriesDelay permafrost melt by decades/centuries

••Late seral/oldLate seral/old --growth/mature forests best able to:growth/mature forests best able to:
••store & sequester carbon store & sequester carbon 
••modify effects of warmer, driermodify effects of warmer, drier
••furnish furnish ““ replacementreplacement ”” & & ““ adaptedadapted ”” individuals  individuals  



ForestryForestry ’’s focus in a climate change world...s focus in a climate change world...

conservation of conservation of intactintact forest landscapes and patches forest landscapes and patches 



Forest ManagementForest Management
StressStress

••Simplify Simplify 
••HomogenizeHomogenize

Forest Stress & Climate ChangeForest Stress & Climate Change

Source of Stress:  Anthropogenic Source of Stress:  Anthropogenic 

Climate ChangeClimate Change
StressStress

••TemperatureTemperature ------
warmerwarmer

••WaterWater ------drierdrier
••Altered timing ofAltered timing of

ecological ecological 
processesprocesses

magnifiesmagnifies

exacerbatesexacerbates



Our values shape our world view,Our values shape our world view,
which shapes Earthwhich shapes Earth

Dominant western valueDominant western value ——world view:  world view:  
AnthropocentricAnthropocentric------Human centredHuman centred

Historic Indigenous peoplesHistoric Indigenous peoples ’’ valuevalue ——world view:world view:
KincentricKincentric------Earth centredEarth centred

Need to restore Kincentric ValuesNeed to restore Kincentric Values
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Kincentric valuesKincentric values
consistent with.... consistent with.... 

EcosystemEcosystem--based based 
ConservationConservation
PlanningPlanning
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Focus on what to protectFocus on what to protect

Then on what to use....Then on what to use....
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Ecological time frames...250, 500 years +Ecological time frames...250, 500 years +

generations of people live through an EBCPgenerations of people live through an EBCP
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The priorities of The priorities of EcosystemEcosystem--based based 
Conservation Planning (EBCP)....Conservation Planning (EBCP)....

First Priority:  First Priority:  Protect or restore Protect or restore ecological integrityecological integrity

Second Priority:  Second Priority:  Provide for Provide for balanced human & nonbalanced human & non--
human human ecosystem use across the landscapeecosystem use across the landscape
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Priorities of EBCP achieved through....Priorities of EBCP achieved through....

Networks of Networks of ecological ecological reserves & reserves & 
cultural cultural reserves at multiple reserves at multiple 
spatial scalesspatial scales
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Priorities of EBCP achieved through....Priorities of EBCP achieved through....

Designation of Designation of human use areashuman use areas....the ....the 
foundation for diverse, communityfoundation for diverse, community --based based 
economieseconomies

•Restoration areas
•Cultural reserves
•Biodiversity nodes
•Recreation & Tourism
•Wildcrafting
•Agriculture & Ranching
•Timber
•Others within ecological
limits
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A humble lesson for planningA humble lesson for planning ……....

Ecosystems are not planned. There are no geometric formulas, no hierarchies, 
no use or users. An ecosystem is life. They can be as fragile or as strong as a 
spider web, and Spider, the Trickster, has no agenda, no plan. He shows us the 
connections, gives us his ever changing diagram of wholeness, recreates the 
plan every night, with slight variations, and presents it to the morning sun.

Super string theory suggests that all matter and energy is made up of extremely 
tiny vibrating strings. Some Aboriginal Peoples remember that Spider created 
the world, spun it, and now as the Trickster, maintains it, takes care of it, repairs 
it. Any attempt to plan an ecosystem must take into account that Spider will play 
tricks, turn our best attempts to control or modify into meaningless messes, or 
worse, turn our pitifully inadequate assumptions about how things really work, 
against us.

Harold Johnson LL.B. LL.M. (Harvard) Trapper, Fisherman, Logger, Miner, 
Human




